Multimethods offer several well-known advantages over the single dispatching of conventional object-oriented languages, including a simple solution to the "binary method" problem and a form of "open objects." However, previous work on statically typed multimethods whose arguments are treated symmetrically has required the whole program to be available in order to perform typechecking. We describe Dubious, a simple core language including first-class generic functions with symmetric multimethods, a classless object model, independent inheritance and subtyping, and modules that can be typechecked separately and safely. We prove Dubious's modular type system sound.
Introduction
In object-oriented languages with multimethods (such as Common Lisp, Dylan, and Cecil), the appropriate method to invoke for a message send can depend on the run-time class of any subset of the message arguments, while in traditional object-oriented languages method selection depends only on the run-time class of a distinguished receiver argument. Multimethods have a number of advantages. First, they unify the otherwise distinct concepts of functions, methods, and static overloading, leading to a potentially simpler language. Second, they support safe covariant overriding in the face of subtype polymorphism, providing a natural solution to the "binary method" problem [Bruce et al. 95 ] and a simple implementation of the "strategy" design pattern [Gamma et al. 95] . Third, multimethods allow clients to add new operations that dynamically dispatch on existing classes, supporting a form of "open objects" which enables easy programming of the "visitor" design pattern [Baumgartner et al. 96] . Open objects also relieve the tension observed by others [Cook 90, Odersky & Wadler 97, Findler & Flatt 98] between ease of adding operations to existing classes and ease of adding subclasses.
Despite these benefits, multimethod-based languages must overcome several obstacles in order to become more desirable. A key challenge is supporting separate static typechecking; it is possible for two modules containing arbitrary multimethods to typecheck successfully in isolation but generate type errors when linked together. Previous work on statically typed multimethods has dealt with this problem in one of two ways. Some designs ignore the modularity issue altogether [Mugridge et al. 91, Chambers 95, Chambers & Leavens 97, Bourdoncle & Merz 97, Castagna 97, Leavens & Millstein 98] , forcing programs to be typechecked as a whole. Other designs sacrifice symmetric treatment of multimethod arguments and some kinds of extensibility in order to ensure the safety of modular typechecking [Agrawal et al. 91, Bruce et al. 95, Boyland & Castagna 97] .
We have designed Dubious, a simple core language supporting both symmetric multimethods and safe, separate static typechecking. Dubious includes first-class generic functions, a classless object model, independent inheritance and subtyping, and a simple module mechanism. Separate static checking of modules is achieved while maintaining expressiveness by distinguishing two kinds of client modules: importers, which are restricted in the kinds of interactions with imported objects, types, and generic functions, and extenders, which can have nearly arbitrary interactions with extended objects, types, and generic functions, but must coordinate in a certain sense with other extenders of the same module to avoid conflicts. Given these restrictions, each module can be separately typechecked in the context of only the interfaces of imported modules and the bodies of extended modules.
The next section describes the Dubious language. Section 3 proves Dubious's static semantics sound with respect to its dynamic semantics. Section 4 compares our results with related work, and section 5 presents conclusions and directions for future work.
The Dubious Language
Dubious's syntax appears in figure 1. Subsection 2.1 overviews the language's features, while subsection 2.2 focuses on the challenges and solutions for modular typechecking. Formal dynamic and static semantics appear in appendices A and B, respectively.
Overview
Dubious's design focuses on the issue of modular typechecking of multimethods, omitting many useful but less relevant features. Dubious includes:
• a classless object model with explicitly declared objects and inheritance (but omits dynamically created objects and state),
• first-class generic functions (but omits lexically nested closures),
• declarations (but omits declarations nested within expressions),
• explicitly declared types and subtyping independent of objects and inheritance (but omits polymorphic types), and
• modules to support encapsulation and separate typechecking (but omits nested modules, parameterized modules, and sophisticated name clash resolution mechanisms).
We use figure 2, three modules defining a hierarchy of point objects and types, as a running example to illustrate these features. We first describe Dubious's dynamic semantics, which do not depend on types. We then add type-related constructs and describe Dubious's static semantics.
The object declaration creates a fresh object with a unique, statically known identity and binds it to the given name. For example, object point creates a new object named point. The inherits declaration states that one object inherits from another. As in other classless languages [LaLonde et al. 86 , , objects support both class-like and instance-like programming idioms, and inheritance also supports the instantiation idiom. For example, the point object acts like a class, the colorPoint object inherits from point and acts like a subclass, and the origin object inherits from point and represents a particular point instance.
An object can also act like a (generic) function by attaching one or more methods to it. In figure 2 , the x, y, draw, equal, and color objects are functions. The has method declaration attaches a new method to { and(and(=(x(cp1) , x(cp2)), =(y(cp1), y(cp2))), eq_color(color(cp1), color(cp2))) } } module OriginMod exports (origin) { import PointMod object origin origin inherits point origin conforms Point x has method(p@origin:Point):Int { zero } y has method(p@origin:Point):Int { zero } equal has method(o1@origin:Point, o2@origin:Point):Bool { true } } Figure 2 : A simple Dubious example an object. This is a destructive operation, like the method update construct in the calculi of Abadi and Cardelli [Abadi & Cardelli 95, Abadi & Cardelli 96] . Each method declaration specifies a list of formal parameters and a body to evaluate when invoked. Any of the formal parameters may be specialized on a class via the @object suffix. Specialized formals are dynamically dispatched upon; when a generic function object is invoked, a method in the generic function is considered applicable only if the actual parameters inherit (using the reflexive, transitive closure of the declared inheritance relation) from the corresponding specializer objects, where specified. For example, in the PointMod module, the method added to the draw object has two formal parameters, named p and d. The first formal is specialized on the point object, so the method only applies to first arguments that inherit from point. Since the method is specialized only on its first argument, it is an ordinary singly dispatched method. On the other hand, the method added to the equal object is a multimethod, dynamically dispatching on both of its arguments. A generic function may contain methods with differing specialized formal positions and even differing numbers of formals.
Given a generic function application (message send) E(E 1 ,...,E n ), we evaluate the generic function expression E to some object o and evaluate each argument expression E i to some object o i . We then invoke the most-specific applicable method attached to object o for (o 1 ,...,o n ). For ease of description, we consider each unspecialized formal to be specialized on a distinguished any object from which every object inherits. A method is applicable to o(o 1 ,...,o n ) if the method has n arguments and if (o 1 ,...,o n ) pointwise inherits from the tuple of the method's specializers. The most-specific applicable method is the unique applicable method whose tuple of specializers pointwise inherits from the tuple of specializers of every applicable method. If there are no applicable methods, a message-not-understood error occurs, while if there are applicable methods but no most-specific one, a message-ambiguous error occurs. For example, consider the application equal(colorPoint, colorPoint). Of the three declared equal methods, the (point × point) and (colorPoint × colorPoint) methods are applicable, and the (colorPoint × colorPoint) method is the most-specific one.
The Dubious static type system is orthogonal to these dynamic semantics. The type declaration creates a fresh type with a unique, statically known identity and binds it to the given name. The subtypes declaration states that one type is a subtype of another. The conforms declaration asserts that an object has a given type. The object also implicitly conforms to all (transitive) supertypes of that type, as defined by the declared subtype relation. For example, the colorPoint object is declared to have type ColorPoint. Since ColorPoint subtypes Point, colorPoint also has type Point. Subtyping and conformance are independent of inheritance; an object need not conform to the types to which its inheritees conform.
Types are combined to form arrow types, the types of generic functions. For example, the x generic function is declared to have type (Point)→Int, the type of functions that accept as an argument any object of type Point and return an object of type Int. The ordinary contravariance subtyping rule relates function types [Cardelli 84] . A # symbol next to an argument type indicates that the conforming generic function's methods may be specialized at that position (subsection 2.2 explains its need). Methods are also annotated with argument and return types, allowing them to place more constraints on arguments and to provide more specific return types than their generic functions. For example, the equal method specializing on two colorPoints declares its formal arguments to have type ColorPoint, allowing the method body to safely send them the color message.
Dubious's static type system ensures that legal programs do not have message-not-understood and messageambiguous errors. Ruling out these errors involves two kinds of checks: client-side and implementation-side [Chambers & Leavens 95] . Client-side checks are the normal checks on individual declarations and expressions. The most important client-side check is that for each message send expression E(E 1 ,...,E n )in the program, E conforms to an arrow type (T 1 ,...,T n )→T and each E i conforms to T i . The message send is then given the type T. * Implementation-side checks ensure that each generic function correctly implements its declared arrow type(s). For each generic function o, we consider every arrow type (T 1 ,...,T n )→T to which it is declared to conform. For every object tuple (o 1 ,...,o n ) such that each o i conforms to T i , there must exist a most-specific applicable method in o. Further, each o i must conform to the type on the ith argument position of that method, and the method's return type must be a subtype of T.
(Earlier work described a more efficient algorithm for implementation-side checking than this brute-force argument-tuple enumeration [Chambers & Leavens 95] .)
For example, consider implementation-side checks on the equal generic function. equal is declared to conform to (Point, Point)→Bool. Nine argument tuples pointwise conform to (Point, Point): all possible pairs of the objects point, colorPoint, and origin. The (colorPoint × colorPoint) method is most-specific for two colorPoints, the (origin × origin) method is most-specific for two origins, the (point × point) method is most-specific for all other tuples, and all of the associated conformance and subtyping requirements are met.
Modules provide name-space management and encapsulation. One module imports another in order to access its exported named objects and types. The import relation is transitive; for example, the ColorPointMod module may refer to names exported by the StdLibMod module. To avoid name clash issues in the core language, each imported name referred to must be qualified with the importee module's name, using the module$ prefix. For presentation purposes, in our examples we have omitted qualifications where unambiguous. For example, the reference to the draw object from within the ColorPointMod module should be written PointMod$draw. The exports list specifies the set of locally declared names that may be accessed by importers; other locally declared names are inaccessible.
Separate Typechecking
We would like to typecheck each module given only information about its imported modules, without requiring the whole program to be available. While client-side checks pose no problems for such a scheme, implementation-side checks assume complete knowledge of the program's objects, generic functions, types, and inheritance, subtyping, and conformance relations. Therefore, applying such modular typechecking to the unrestricted Dubious language is unsound, even if implementation-side checks are repeated on imported generic functions. It is possible for two importers of a module to pass such rechecks in isolation but still cause message-not-understood or message-ambiguous errors when combined in a single program [Chambers & Leavens 95] .
To allow safe modular typechecking in Dubious, we therefore must impose several restrictions on modules. Subsection 2.2.1 details these restrictions, relating them to the restrictions on classes in conventional singly dispatched languages. Subsection 2.2.2 describes an alternative to the import mechanism that allows many of these restrictions to be relaxed.
* To support principal typing of message sends, the type system can be extended with greatest-lower-bound (intersection) types, in which case the type of the message send is the greatest-lower-bound of all applicable arrow result types T [Chambers 95, Chambers & Leavens 95] .
Restrictions for Modular Type Safety
We found it instructive to examine the restrictions on our model in traditional statically typed, singly dispatched languages, since they support modular typechecking of classes. Class declarations obey the following restrictions:
• (S1) The list of superclasses of a class is fixed when the class is declared. *
• (S2a) The implicit receiver argument of each method must be specialized, and (S2b) no other arguments may be specialized.
• (S3) The specializer on the implicit receiver argument of each method is always the enclosing class.
To achieve modular typechecking for Dubious, we adopt analogous rules for our model, with the module as the unit of separate typechecking. We generalize the above rules to allow methods to have multiple specialized arguments and to allow objects and types to be orthogonal. Module declarations obey the following restrictions:
• (M1) All inherits and conforms declarations for an object o (those in which o appears on the lefthand side) must appear in the module in which o is declared, and all subtypes declarations for a type t must appear in the module in which t is declared.
• (M2a) Each generic function specifies (via the # markers in the arrow types to which it conforms) which argument positions must be specialized, and (M2b) no other arguments may be specialized.
• (M3a) The specializers in a has method declaration for an imported generic function must be objects that are declared in the current module † , and (M3b) the specialized positions of an arrow type in a conforms declaration must contain types that are declared in the current module.
These rules allow safe modular typechecking of all singly dispatched programming idioms and several important multimethod-based idioms. For example, each of the modules in figure 2 can be typechecked separately, including the equal multiply dispatched generic function. Binary methods and methods using the multimethod equivalent of MyType [Bruce 94, Bruce et al. 95] , where all specializers are the same object, can be handled in a modular fashion under these rules. The rules also support arbitrary and independent inheritance and subtyping across module boundaries, allowing idioms like multiple inheritance and the implementation of an abstract type (a type with no locally declared conformers) to be handled modularly. Imported declarations do not need to be client-side typechecked again, and only the inheritance, conformance, and subtyping graphs of imported objects and types (the effective interface to a module) are needed in order to typecheck the importer.
Some implementation-side typechecking of imported generic functions may need to be repeated, however, requiring the method headers of imported generic functions. Even traditional singly dispatched languages cannot escape this requirement, if they support multiple inheritance. In such languages, ambiguities can occur between methods inherited from different superclasses, requiring the multiply inheriting subclass to re-examine the methods of superclasses to detect such conflicts. We can optionally avoid any repeated * Relaxing this restriction to support mixin-style class definitions whose superclasses are parameterized is the subject of current research [Bracha & Cook 90, Agesen et al. 97, Flatt et al. 98] . † The direct generalization of restriction S3 would require all methods, rather than only methods added to imported generic functions, to have locally declared specializer objects. Our relaxation is safe, however, because implementation-side checks on locally declared generic functions will detect all conflicts among their methods. Traditional singly dispatched languages do not make explicit whether a method belongs to a new or existing generic function, preventing this relaxation. implementation-side typechecking by imposing the analogue of disallowing multiple inheritance for our model, at the cost of preventing the arbitrary inheritance and subtyping described above:
• (M4) Each object o 1 that is declared to conform to a type from an imported module must singly inherit from some object o 2 that also conforms to the type (eventually the chain of single inheritance will lead to a conforming object declared in the same module as the type). In addition, the set of types to which o 1 conforms must be a superset of the set of types to which o 2 conforms.
This restriction ensures that each conformer to an imported type has an ancestor object in the importee that attests to the new conformer's safety, so no rechecks are necessary. Only argument tuples that have an applicable method in the current module need to be checked, and this does not require the availability of any imported methods. For example, to ensure safety of the equal generic function, the ColorPointMod module simply needs to check that the (colorPoint, colorPoint) tuple has a most-specific method defined in the ColorPointMod module to which it correctly conforms; the (point, point), (colorPoint, point), and (point, colorPoint) tuples need not be checked.
Relaxing Restrictions via Extension Modules
The restricted language presented above, while strictly more expressive than traditional single dispatching and supportive of several important multimethod idioms, is not expressive enough for some other important idioms. For example, by restriction M3a, multimethods added to imported generic functions cannot specialize on imported objects, preventing some useful interactions between new and imported objects. If this restriction is removed, however, ambiguities can elude modular static detection. To illustrate the problem, figure 3 adds a second equal method to each of the ColorPointMod and OriginMod modules. Each module typechecks in isolation (ignoring restriction M3a), as the equal generic function is fully implemented according to that module's view of the program. However, at run-time an importer of both modules may invoke equal(colorPoint,origin), causing an ambiguity between the (colorPoint × point) and (point × origin) methods. , then the (colorPoint × point) method would be most specific. However, one of our major design goals for Dubious is to retain the symmetric multimethod dispatching semantics, which we believe is more natural and less error-prone, reporting ambiguities rather than silently resolving them. This semantics is used in the languages Dylan [Shalit 97, Feinberg et al. 97] and Cecil [Chambers 92, Chambers 95] .
Restriction M3b disallows new generic functions from adding to the interface of existing types, preventing "open objects" idioms. Unfortunately, removing this restriction can lead to incomplete or ambiguous generic functions unless the optional restriction M4 is enforced, thereby disallowing idioms such as multiple inheritance and the implementation of an abstract type across module boundaries. Figure 4 shows a simple example of the problems that can occur. * The MyPointMod module creates a new conformer to the Point type that does not inherit from another Point conformer, violating restriction M4. From this module's point of view, myPoint completely implements the Point type. The independent LineMod module extends the imported Point type with a new generic function distance, violating restriction M3b. From this module's point of view, the distance function is completely implemented. At run-time, however, an importer of both of these modules can cause a message-not-understood error by invoking distance(myPoint,line). Therefore, one of restrictions M4 and M3b must be enforced to ensure safety. Although it is unsafe to relax these restrictions in importers, we would like to allow the expressive programming idioms that such relaxations provide. Following the informal suggestion of a previous work [Chambers & Leavens 95 ], we allow a module to extend another instead of importing it, relieving the extender of all restrictions except M1 and M2b. In exchange for this flexibility, the extender must repeat implementation-side checks on the extended generic functions. Further, there must exist a unique mostextending module (under the reflexive, transitive closure of the declared extension relation) for each module in the program. The most-extending module is guaranteed to see all relevant declarations for implementation-side typechecking of its extended generic functions. To ensure the safety of importers in the face of unseen extenders, all restrictions M1-M4 are imposed on importers, which therefore need not recheck their importees. To guarantee that each module has a unique most-extending module, a single linktime check is needed. This is the only global check needed by our type system, and it does not include any client-side or implementation-side typechecking; it merely ensures that modules exist that have already performed the necessary checks in their modular fashion.
Extenders can be used to resolve the problems in the examples. The modules in figure 2 are fine as is; only import relations are needed, and each module trivially is its own most-extending module. In figure 3 , the revised ColorPointMod and OriginMod modules must use the declaration extend PointMod instead of import PointMod because they each violate restriction M3a. Further, if the two modules are combined in the same program, an additional module must be written that extends them both, in order for * The equal binary method in the Point interface causes the MyPointMod module to violate restriction M3a in this particular example, but this is irrelevant to the problem with relaxing restrictions M4 and M3b.
the PointMod module to have a unique most-extending module. In order for checks on the equal generic function to succeed in this new module, it must include the necessary declarations to fix the ambiguity, as shown in figure 5 . Similarly, in figure 4 the MyPointMod module must use extend PointMod instead of import PointMod because it violates restriction M4, and the LineMod module must use extend PointMod instead of import PointMod because it violates restriction M3b. Again, to include both MyPointMod and LineMod in the same program, another module that extends both and resolves their conflicts must be included, such as the module in figure 6. Finally, to include all of these extensions in the same program, another extension module must be defined, as in figure 7. Since there are no conflicts between the ResolveColorPointAndOriginMod and the ResolveMyPointAndLineMod modules, this extension module can be empty; the typechecker will recheck the extended generic functions to verify that there are no conflicts. * module ResolveAllPointMods exports () { extend ResolveColorPointAndOriginMod extend ResolveMyPointAndLineMod }
Figure 7: Most-extending module for the PointMod module
The reflexive, transitive closure of the declared extension relation partitions the program into a set of module groups, the modules in each group connected to one another by extension and having a unique mostextending module. For example, the ResolveAllPointMods is the most-extending module for the program group that implements various kinds of point objects. Implementation-side checking need only be performed for the most-extending modules in each group, and each group's checking is separate from the checking of all other groups. We anticipate that most uses of a module will be via importation, as this includes nearly all singly dispatched programming idioms and several common multimethod idioms. As a result, typical programs will contain many separate module groups, each of modest size.
Type Soundness
We have found informal arguments for soundness of modular multimethod typechecking rules to be very error-prone, particularly in the presence of independent inheritance and subtyping. Consequently, much of the effort in our work was directed at developing a formal proof of soundness. This section sketches our * A programming environment can provide such empty leaf modules automatically where missing, in order to report conflicts between existing extension modules.
proof that Dubious's static semantics is sound with respect to its dynamic semantics. For more details, see 1. E = X and X ∉domain(e)
2. E = X 1 $X 2 and X 2 ∉domain(me(s)(X 1 ))
3. E = E 0 (E 1 ,...,E n ) and ∃i.(0 ≤ i ≤ n and E i is faulty with respect to e and s) The final lemma shows that well-typed expressions are not faulty, in the context of well-typed modules.
Lemma 3. (Well-typed expressions are not faulty) Suppose
|− M* k, ∀X 0 ∈domain(mp(k)). ∃X 1 . ∀X 2 . (k | − X 2 ≤ ext X 0 ⇒ k | − X 1 ≤ ext X 2 ),
and | − M* s. Let p = mp(k)(X) and e = me(s)(X). If p,k,X |− E :
ot then E is not faulty with respect to e and s.
Proof:
We need to prove that none of the five cases in the definition of faulty expressions holds. First we show a simple correspondence between the type environment when an expression is typechecked and the environment when the expression is evaluated. This correspondence is sufficient to prove that the typechecks on identifiers rule out cases one and two. We rule out cases three and five by induction. Ruling out case four is the main technical challenge in the proof. We prove that every legal message send has a most-specific applicable method in k. This case is completed by showing a correspondence between k and s such that method specificity in k translates into method specificity in s. 
Related Work
Chambers and Leavens made the first effort toward modular typechecking of symmetric multimethods [Chambers & Leavens 95] , in the Cecil language [Chambers 92, Chambers 95] . They defined client-side and implementation-side typechecking, presented an efficient (but global) algorithm for implementation-side typechecking, proved it a conservative approximation of the brute-force argument-tuple enumeration algorithm, and sketched informal ideas for modular typechecking, including the notions of extension modules and unique most-extending modules. In this sketch, objects could not conform and types could not subtype across import boundaries, forcing much of a program into extension modules. They did not formalize the static or dynamic semantics of their modular language or prove any soundness results for modular typechecking.
BeCecil [Chambers & Leavens 97 ] is a core language for multimethods, intended as a formalization of the work described above. It includes the same core features as Dubious, as well as a block structure that allows arbitrarily nested declarations. However, BeCecil does not have a module system. BeCecil's dispatching semantics is much more complicated than Dubious's, with inherits and has method declarations associated with particular scopes and only visible to certain call sites. As a result, separate typechecking could not be achieved. Dubious is in some ways a reaction to BeCecil's problems: Dubious treats inherits and has method declarations as having global extent, simplifying the semantics enough for us to develop modular typechecking rules and prove their soundness.
The λ&-calculus and variants [Castagna et al. 92, Castagna 97 ] are a family of calculi based on overloading of symmetric multimethods. They have no notion of object or inheritance. Instead, dispatching is performed on types which, along with the subtyping relation, are predefined rather than programmer constructed. Some of the calculi have second-order type systems, which Dubious lacks. The language λ_object augments the calculi with the ability to define new types and subtyping relations. Neither the calculi nor λ_object addresses the issue of separate typechecking.
] is an ML-like language augmented with a form of classes and symmetric multimethods. It is similar to our work in its separation of specification from implementation, although implementation inheritance is not dealt with. The type system is more sophisticated than ours, including polymorphic multimethods. The authors sketch an extension to the language that adds modules for encapsulation. However, there is no separate typechecking, as these modules simply desugar into a global letrec.
Kea [Mugridge et al. 90 ] is a statically typed, class-based language with symmetric multimethods. There is no distinction between classes and types or between inheritance and subtyping. Kea has a notion of separate compilation, but this requires a global linking phase to appropriately rewrite the dispatch code of each generic function. In addition, only abstract classes (those that will never be instantiated) may be subclassed across compilation units.
Encapsulated multimethods [Bruce et al. 95] are an attempt to solve the modularity problem for multimethods by embedding multimethods in the traditional object-oriented class model. An encapsulated multimethod first dispatches on the receiver argument, then dispatches on the remaining arguments. All the multimethods with a given receiver are encapsulated within the receiver class and are not extensible outside this class. In the face of multiple inheritance, all the multimethods within a class must be totally ordered. Given these restrictions, each class can be typechecked separately. Parasitic multimethods [Boyland & Castagna 97 ] are a variant of encapsulated multimethods adapted to Java. Parasitic multimethods are additionally complicated by the use of the textual order of methods to resolve ambiguities and by the need to retain backward compatibility with Java's blend of dynamic single dispatching and static overloading on arguments.
Common Lisp [Steele 90, Paepcke 93] and Dylan [Shalit 97, Feinberg et al. 97 ] are both multimethod-based languages with generic functions and module systems. To avoid run-time ambiguities, Common Lisp totally orders the arguments of a generic function; Dylan uses the symmetric model. Both Common Lisp and Dylan totally order the inheritance hierarchy, eliminating the potential for multiple-inheritance ambiguities. The module systems provide name-space management and encapsulation, allowing the creation of private generic functions to a module. The languages are dynamically typed, so they do not consider the issue of separate typechecking.
Polyglot [Agrawal et al. 91 ] is a database programming language akin to Common Lisp with a first-order static type system. There are no objects in the language, which instead dispatches on types. The type of a generic function is determined by the types of its methods, so there is no possibility of message-notunderstood errors. Further, the dispatching uses Common Lisp-style total ordering of multimethod arguments, avoiding ambiguities. Therefore, only the monotonicity of the result types [Castagna et al. 92, Reynolds 80 ] of multimethods needs to be checked to ensure type safety. Polyglot does not consider the issue of separate typechecking.
Conclusions and Future Work
Dubious is a statically typed core language for multimethod-based object-oriented languages that supports separate typechecking and encapsulation. The core language includes explicit declaration of objects, types, orthogonal inheritance and subtyping relations, and first-class generic functions. The distinction between importing modules and extending modules enables clients to balance the desire for separate checking against the need for extensibility, with most programming idioms supported by the more separately checkable importers. Dubious represents a culmination of previous work on the long-standing problem of separate typechecking for symmetric multimethods, providing the first formalization and the first proof of soundness for such a language.
There are several language features that are less central to the problem of separate typechecking but would be useful to add to Dubious. These include simple features like dynamic object creation, instance variables holding (mutable) object state, and local variable declarations in an expression. * More interesting future work includes supporting polymorphic types in the presence of separate typechecking, module types and parametrized modules, block structure with arbitrarily nested declarations, a more sophisticated dispatching scheme [Ernst et al. 98] , and a better encapsulation model. We are currently working on allowing the safe expression of more programming idioms across import boundaries, including providing an implementation for an abstract type, adding new operations to an existing type, and multiple inheritance. Finally, we are using the ideas in Dubious as a foundation for the design of Diesel, a complete and practical programming language succeeding Cecil.
[ [X, Env] mh ∈ MethodHeader = Obj* mb ∈MethodBody = X* × E × Env o ∈ Obj = obj(Nat) 
Definitions and functions:
We define accessor functions on the components of a Store, with the following names: (inh,gfms,me). r 1 & r 2 = {(x,y 1 ) | (x,y 1 ) ∈ r 2 or [(x,y 1 ) ∈ r 1 and ∼∃ y 2 .(x,y 2 ) ∈ r 2 ]} s 1 + s 2 = pointwise union on two Stores name(X@N:T) = X name(X:T) = X Each static occurrence of "object" ("type") in the program is subscripted with a unique integer greater than one, acting as the object's (type's) unique identity.
e,s |− object i X {},({(X, obj(i))},{},{})
(mk(k)) ----------------------------------
p,k,X 0 |− import X 1 {}, add-imp(mk(k)(X 1 )) + (imp = {(X 0 ,X 1 )}) 

